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INTRODUCTION

 A growing importance of happiness

 Example: work-life-balance

 Connection between development and happiness?        Concluison of

that

 Inividuell or not

 Finland = happiest country for several years, but low GDP
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LITERATURE REVIEW 1

 World Happiness Report => partnership between global researchers to
find out more about happiness

 Over 100,000 people responding to their survey each year worldwide

 Six different explanotory faxtors for happiness

 Social support, GDP per capita, healthy life expectancy, freedom to
make life choices, perception of corruption and generosity

 Development measured in GDP, HDI, poverty and inequality, 
unemployment level, mortality rate 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 2

 Influnce on happiness:

 How are people asked

 Individual point of view

 Income 

 GDP => depends how big the impact is

 Developed countries are on average happier than developing ones, makes it
harder to notice a rate of change in their level of happiness

 A society with low income inequality is much happier than one with high 
income inequality

 Latin American countries
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ANALYSIS

 Results of the questionaire collected

during 2021-2023

 First 27 countries

 Germany in on place 24 with an 

average of 6.719

 Of the six factors GDP per capita and 

social support => biggest influence

Source: World Happiness Report 2024

Table 1.: Country Ranking by Life Evaluation 2021-2023 – explained by six factors 
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ANALYSIS

 Data by the IMF (International 

Monetary Fund)

 10 first contries here are all quite low

on the WHR

 Highest is Canada on place 15

 So either high GDP or high happiness

 Why? Because literature gives away that

there is a connection

Source: FORBES INDIA, article published April 2024

Table 2.: The 10 largest economies/ richest countries 2024
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ANALYSIS

 Human Development Index is a summary 

measure of average achievement in key 

dimensions of human development

 3 key dimensions

 a long and healthy life

 Education/knowledge

 A decent standard of living

 Countries are sorted in categories after listing

 Very high human development, high HD, 

medium HD and low HD

 Countries listed in the top ten for happiness

have also very high human development
Source: Human Development Reports

Table 3.: HDI dataset 2022
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RESULTS & CONCLUSION

 GDP has a connection with Happiness as well as HDI

 Impact of the GDP seems to be too low

 Latin American countries seem to be qutie happy despite their low income

 Social factors seem to have a high impact on Happiness

 Unite Nations Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD) defines social 
development as such “processes of change that lead to improvements in human well-being, 
social relations and social institutions, and that are equitable, sustainable, and compatible with 
principles of democratic governance and social justice”

 No literature that combines happiness with social development

 Would be interesting to research and answer
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